Sales would be grateful for:

Help us to Help them!

• Wrapping paper
• Parcel tape
• Sticky labels
• Used stamps (Gill Westwood)
• Bedding (Cranfield Kennels)
• Tombola Prizes

Spring 2016 content needed by October! lyn@dobermann-rescue.co.uk

contacts

If you have a Dobermann and need to give it up
for adoption then contact our main kennels only,
below, by phone.
Hilbrae Kennels
Cold Hatton
Telford
Shropshire
TF6 6QJ
Val Griffiths 01952 409474
Cranfield Kennels
Cranfield Park Rd
Wickford
Essex
SS12 9LG
Mr & Mrs Gibbins 01268 733353
facebook.com/dobermannrescueltd
twitter.com/dobeyrescue

If you cannot get in touch with our main kennels,
then please try one of our Area Officers:
Manchester Judith Balshaw
01617 635423
judith@dobermann-rescue.co.uk
Shropshire & West Midlands Mrs. Val Griffiths
01952 409474
Suffolk Helen Townsend
01473 832301
helen@dobermann-rescue.co.uk
Brighton Allison Bradley
01273 684830
Essex Mrs. Ann Gibbins
01268 733353

Sponsadobe and Sales
Lynda Tregenna
0208 3032664
lyn@dobermann-rescue.co.uk
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We have two main kennels – all enquiries
regarding cash, material donations, or adopting
Dobes can be made to one of our main kennels,
or one of our area officers.

Help us to Help them!

Lifeline

Collection Boxes are still available from
Dave Winterbourn, please ring or write.
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Disclaimer
All articles are published in good faith. Neither Dobermann Rescue Limited, its Council or Editor
necessarily associate or agree with the individual opinions expressed herein. Reproduction of any
article is permitted subject to Dobermann Rescue and the author receiving acknowledgement.

TREASURER Ann Gibbins

Re-homing dogs is extremely slow at the moment this is
due to the fact that most are older dogs or have behaviour
problems, which is unfortunate for them as they take much
longer to re-home as the latter need more experienced
owners. Some people who wish to adopt a rescue dog
only want a puppy. I think these people rather than being
interested in rescueing a Dobe are only looking for a cheap
puppy. Others when they turn up at kennels have been known
to go over the dog thoroughly and point out there faults
saying such things as - the dog has a few white hairs - which
is a fault in Dobermanns and they look for other faults as
well. These sort of people are just time wasters as they don’t
genuinely really want a rescue dog, they just want a perfect
specimen. So they end up leaving with nothing.

Since our last edition of lifeline we have been flooded with
Dobermanns. The situation has been so awful of late. Mostly,
these dogs have got issues that really makes it so difficult to
rehome them easily. Not helped when potential new owners
only want to give a home to a puppy or they would consider
maybe up to six months. Unfortunately, lots of these dogs
don’t stand a chance! Some of these dogs have surprised me
even when they haven’t taken to kennels too well and maybe
been a little hostile and how they have come around and gone
on to lovely homes.

It has been decided to have just one Lifeline a year in the
autumn, Martin does a really superb Lifeline Magazine and
Sponsadobe Newsletter for us, but as usual there is a lack
of articles coming in to him to warrant two Lifelines a year.
So please put pen to paper and start writing any type of
experience you have had with your dog(s) past or present,
we all have at least one story to tell so don’t leave it until
tomorrow. This year Jackie had to hold the annual show she
organises in aid of Dobermann Rescue a couple of weeks
earlier than usual, but changing the date luckily didn’t change
our luck with the weather. The show was very well attended
seeing many faces from our previous shows, I would like to
give a big thank you to all those involved with the show and
their help in making it the success that it was, and especially
The Dobermann Club for letting us use its excellent facilities.
SECRETARY Allison Bradley

In the past year registrations of dobes has started to increase
again and many people are feeling more confident about
having litters. I do hope that we don’t see a large increase in
the number of dobes coming into Rescue as a result of this.
The reasons for dogs coming into Rescue are many and varied,
from youngsters whose families have fallen on hard times
or have not fully appreciated how much time and attention a
young Dobe needs. Generally these are fairly straightforward
to rehome.
However, some dobes are more challenging in their behaviour
and need more experienced homes and some are elderly
and fewer people are willing to take on an older dog. These
dobes can remain in kennels for months. As well as being very
sad for the dogs involved this puts pressure on Rescue both
financially and it’s capacity to take in and rehome other dobes.
Rescue is a lifeline to these poor dobermanns and each person
who helps or can give a home to one of them is part of that
lifeline.
Grateful thanks go to our many supporters and adoptees,
without you these dogs would have no lifeline.

It has not all been ‘doom and gloom’. Our charity have had
some lovely homes and we are so grateful for giving these
dogs a home. Especially when some of these dogs have
needed that bit more understanding.
We have also met some really good supporters as a result of
us helping some of these dogs.
I would like to take this opportunity to Thank everyone who
has given us help any contribution is most gratefully recieved.
Albeit financially, giving a dog a home, bedding, supporting our
show or just passing on our good name. We cannot continue
to do what we do without your support.
Also I would like to Thank the Dobermann club for allowing
us the free use of their excellent showground also for not
only the use of the facilities but committee members helping
on the day of our show! Our July show is superbly run by
Jackie Ingram and her band of helpers. Also we get the added
bonus of the ‘matching scheme’ from Barclays bank. This is
where certain funds raised on the day is matched by Barclays
bank. This is a really worthwhile day and very enjoyable too!
We are always grateful for Lynda and Ian Treganna they are
responsible for the sales and sponsor scheme. Also they do
a brilliant job in collecting for the Christmas treat fund. This
gives all the dogs in kennels over the Christmas period and
beyond lots of goodies which is all purchased at cost. And I
can say very gratefully recieved!
Finally, I wish to Thank Martin for producing this lovely
magazine, without Martin we just simply would not have the
lifeline. Just another example of someone giving something to
the charity. So Thank you Martin and to Everyone who helps
us help them.

reports

Members
Ian Tregenna 0208 303 2664 49 Totnes Road, Welling, Kent DA16 1BU
Gill Westwood 01502 741773 ‘Avalon’ Beach Road, Kessingland, Lowestoft NR33 7RW
Jackie Ingram 01277 260457 Fox Burrows, Beredens, Great Warley, Brentwood, Essex CM13 3JB

CHAIRMAN Dave Winterbourn
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We are still working on the
random disagreements with
other dogs and recall is getting
much better – only a problem
when he wants to play.
Sadly, a 4 year old large
Dobermann tends to scare other
owners when he wants to play
like a puppy!
Thank you to Anne for helping us.

olly

L
I’ve just come from taking my wife to the hairdressers and there’s one slipper missing, He does this quite often, it was tucked up on the settee where he was resting.
I thought I would write and tell you about ‘Lucas’ our rescue Dobermann dog, we adopted him from Hilbrae kennels on the 5th
February 2006. Here is a photo of him in his early days. Our garden is like a dead ball graveyard. He likes playing with them, but
really likes it even better when he punctures them and can really rag it!
We had recently lost our previous dog ‘Sirus’ (also from Hilbrae) who died in our garden from a massive heart attack.
He was just over seven years old and our 5th Dobermann. All of the others had died young, between six and seven years old.
Such an awful shame that these beautiful dogs hadn’t lived longer.
It just took a phone call to Val Griffiths area officer for Shropshire and the West Midlands, telling her of our loss between many
sobs and tears. Then we were on our way to Hilbrae kennels there we met ‘Lucas’ and then were lucky enough to adopt him and
bring him home.
He is a super dog, only in the early days did he get up to any mischief, like eating our lunch sandwich, or chewing up things he
shouldn’t. We have two lovely grand children who have arrived over the years that he has been brought up with. He really likes it
when I go to get them from school or the pre school group for Samuel the three year old one. Its great fun running around the
garden with them or chasing after them when they are on there bikes. Mind you its always nice for him to have a lay down on the
settee when they have gone.
Health wise he’s been very good only really having an infection on
both front paws. The vet said it’s probably were he’s licked them?
The one paw seemed to take ages to clear up with antibiotics
an cream to rub on. They are all right now but we still keep an
eye open in case they break out again. Fortunately its good that
he’s not had bad health. Although hes always been covered by
insurance, until this year that is. Last year the insurance premium
doubled in price. This year it doubled again to over £1200.00,
unfortunately we couldn’t afford that price. So having cancelled it
I just hope his good health continues.
As you see from when we adopted him from Hilbrae at thirteen
months old, it makes him nine years and eight months of age
now. Its only recently he has started to get some white whiskers
around his muzzle. Although he likes to lay down a lot he’s still
keen to go for his walk’s morning and evening. He certainly won’t
let me get away with any thing, always seeming to know the time
to go out. Its always a little yip and a turn around dance to say
‘come on then’.
So you see I feel very privileged to have such a super dog, and a
great friend in ‘Lucas’. Kind thoughts to all you Dobermann lovers,
Bob, Myrna & Lucas, of course.

lucas and the kiss

Our home seems complete again

m

After losing our dobermann, Blue, in October, we felt it was time to find
another dog and only a Dobermann would do. We went to see Olly in
February and fell in love with him. A big softie! Clearly a loving dog who
needed a family. Luckily for us, he didn’t seem to respond at all to the
name Caleb (difficult to call your dog the name of a child you teach!) but
he seems very happy to be called Olly.
He settled in straight away; though he was very unimpressed with the
bath he was given on day 1!. Since then he has been enjoying family life,
loving his walks and being with a family again. We have to remember to
shut doors however, as he does have a penchant for stealing and eating
soft things….our son’s cuddly toys, our shoes, socks etc.
He now has a plethora of his own chewy toys and seems none the
worse for eating two of our son’s socks!
(both reappeared without medical intervention).
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my personal experience of
dobermann rescue

Christmas card sales soar to raise an

appreciative amount for the central fund to help with the day to
day running of the kennels housing the dogs on Rescue.

DOLLY Update
Just up date on Dolly our little
rescue baby, she started her dog
training classes, and was asked to
take part on sponsored fancy dress
for the people of the phillippines.
She dressed as santa clause and
sat for 3 minutes and raised over
a thousand pounds, with all her
class mates. I think this is a great
achievement for one so young and
such a poor start.
Love from Nicky and Dolly xx

keep in touch on www.dobermann-rescue.co.uk
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dolphy dobey

twitter.com/dobeyrescue

After almost 11 years of unswerving love, we had
to put Paris (from Marty Burrell) to sleep due to the
ravages of cancer. We did so before she suffered
greatly, which she deserved. My first rescue was in
1974, again from Hillbrae, but at 66 I don’t know if
its fair on the dog. We’ll think on it. Thank you for
introducing us to “the best dobe ever”.
Regards David

thank you all for your hard work
and saving two more dobermanns
Janet Cawthorne.

Thanks to those silent people who donate on an Ad Hoc
basis and just give to the dogs on Rescue. We all thank you.

Dobay
In response to our request for auction / collectible items
in previous Lifeline. Special thanks to the Gladwell’s and
Madern’s our far-reaching donators (literally), friends and
family. All manner of items were and continue to be entered
in auction and the pounds will keep adding up to hopefully a
figure to help care for the long-term Sponsa’s . We shall keep
you updated as we go along. Ian and I met TV auctioneer
personality Mark Stacey pictured below who wished Rescue
well with getting as much as possible with our Lots and signed
our contact card.

paris

updates

updates

facebook.com/dobermannrescueltd

Unfortunately due to a family members partnership break
down, two beautiful Dobermanns, a year old puppy and her
mum was left in a rented house for three weeks alone.
The owner went to Bristol and never returned. I contacted the
usual animal welfare people, but nobody wanted to know.
I was frantic to get help to these two lonely dogs, but nobody
cared until someone told me about Dobermann Rescue.
Within a few hours of contacting them I had arranged with
Ann Gibbins for the dogs to be surrended to Cranfield Kennels
in Essex.
Already the younger dog has been re-homed and now I’m
keeping my fingers crossed for a loving home for the three
year old mum.
I now sponsadobe, I’ve been in contact with Sue Thorpe,
regarding stamps, bedding and tombola donations, we have
put up posters for donations and I’m trying link my website to
promote Dobermann Rescue.
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8 years ago we rescued and adopted a gorgeous lovely Dobermann from
Dobermann rescue limited, we met Jean Stewart, spoken to her after an
advert in the paper, asked all the questions and made an appointment to go
and see the dog. We know he had a bad start in life but he got a fantastic
one in return with his family here in Scotland with us.

caspie

When we saw him in this big cage kennel running around barking due to other
doggies next door, we went in and I called him over, he was so cute, laid on his back
four paws in the air and cuddles, that was it we knew he was for us and it seems he
knew he was for us too.
So they paid a visit to our house and we got Casper, after a week he was living with
us. Yes in the beginning it was hard work training him but all by all he became not
only the dog but a family member.
What we called him was : he is the king of the castle. He had a part of the sofa , he
had upstairs a double bed he could sleep on and of course he could come with us in
our bed while watching TV.
He had great holidays with us in Scotland , loved his walks in the woods ,in the
fields,on the beach he just loved it and was a great Dobermann.
He was also cheeky,funny,strong willed in a good sense ,loving and caring too and
had beautiful expressions too.
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When it was summertime and we had ice cream he had his wee one too which he
loved. And by god he went completely mental when there was cherry cake around
not so much for the cake but for the cherries believe it or not.

But a Dobermann need to be handled with fair and honesty
and with love but if they know their place they are the most
fantastic dogs anyone can have for life.

When he was 1 year and 5 months old and we got him, he grew up to become a fantastic
Dobermann and even the kids in the park came running over to say hello and pad him as he
was a fantastic gentle Dobie
He grew and grew and he had von wildebrands disease , he got arthritis on his big back paw
and finally he got a wee flutter on his heart.
But all by all he was our family member and part of the family as he was part of every single
party we had in the house, birthday gathering around or even barbecue he was part of it.
He loved the attention and the parties too and the food , he was part of 2 weddings in our
family and he was so good at pictures being taken and he was a poser believe it or not.
Casper or Caspie as we called him loved us so much and we loved him very much too and are
still grieving for him as we miss him so terrible. The house is empty ,feels lifeless and cold.
But we had all the good and great memories of him,loads of pictures and videos.
He loved his walks and he loved his parties he loved his x-mass and new year too as he was
always part of it.
Yes we were 2 people working away from home but he was never alone for long length of
times as we had his nannies coming in during the day so he knew there would always someone around.He was so happy when we came home taking him out for nice long walks and
led him off the lead to run free as this was his most loved thing to do with his daddy.
Coming home after a walk was his wee biscuit and then a bit later his lovely dinner.
Then a wee rest and then again a wee carry on.

So as I would say this
is a great and fantastic
success story.
So yes a great thank
you to Dobermann
Rescue Limited and
especially to Jean
Stewart who saw and
knew how much we
but mostly me who
wanted him and now
miss him soo much.
A fantastic rescue
Dobie, did do proud to
the Dobermann race,
to his mummy and
daddy and to us his
Daddy & Mummy.

caspie

caspie

He loved his food and also his treats. Me as a chef and cooking in the kitchen
he was always laying in front of the kitchen watching me cooking and standing
up making a wee stating : look daddy how good I am sitting for you ,can I have
something. And yes many times he had a wee piece of sausage or even steak
which he loved.

I grew up with the breed and know the breed of Dobermann,
very demanding load of work plasters but loving and caring
dogs for families.
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thankyou

We are very grateful to those who sent prizes, sponsored Rosettes and Trophies or sent a donation in the post,
Barclays Bank, The Dobermann Club, Happy Dog, Gloria Pascoe, Kevin Ingram, Keith Lucas, Dave & Ruby Bullen, Wendy McColl,
Dave & Ann Winterborne, Sarah Towers, June Caffel, Kelly Goodban, Tony & Linda Fisher, Tracy Feeney, Johanne Sanderson,
Karen Ward, Peter & Carol Margieson, Jane Brook, Jenny Sharp, Sue Mycroft, Zarina Brough, June & Andy Cairns, John &
Theresa Holmes, Kevin & Angela Goodwin, Andy McPearson & Robert Downie, Stephen & Gillian Clarkson, Jenny Oswin,
Debbie Parsons, Sarah Andrews, Martin Gibson, Peggy Dawson, Mandy & John Layton, Wendy & Alan Grant, Hollie Kavanagh,
Steve & Debra Robinson, Kathy Boncey, Claire Tappley, Darren & Sam Brown, Judith Balshaw, Jean Brown, Sharon Burgen,
Keith Robinson.

06072014

Once again The Dobermann Club gave us the free use of its superb showground with all the trimmings you would expect
from such a well-respected breed club. Thank you.

dobermann rescue show
Another year had flown by, winter was a lot milder and July was here !
It seems that The Dobermann Rescue Show is a popular date in the dog calendar
and many familiar faces return year after year.

summer show

The sun shone and plenty of fun was had by all.
Setup day on the Saturday was well attended by all, with help coming from
The Dobermann Club committee members, whose expertise in turning the
showground into a “show” is done with precision and speed!
Help as always from my Dear friends too. I always look around on show day and
you are like “Busy Bumble Bees” buzzing around and all playing your part in this
worthwhile fund raising event. You should be very proud and I thank you all.
We make a GREAT team.

The Kitchen was kept up to speed by Nick Brown & Suz Giles and as always they done a
fantastic job, keeping the food and drinks flowing. Nick, you are officially “my right hand man”
Thank you so much.
The raffle raised an amazing amount with donations of prizes collected over the months, it was full of
superb prizes, many donated from The Dobermann Classic event that took place earlier in the year.
By popular demand the BIG fund raiser was the “Everyone is a winner” for a pound a go.
Super wins from bottles of wine and spirits to dog toys and Chocolates, there was everything on this
stall this year and it sold out!!
Tracy Tousent sold our tickets for “Guess the amount of Dog biscuits in the jar” Some guessed as high
as 1000 and as low as 100 the correct amount was 475 won by Mrs S Brown who guessed nearest at
460. Well done.
After a hectic day, together we all raised in excess of £2300 of which without the help and
sponsorship from Suzanne Giles from Barclays Bank PLC (The main sponsors of this show) this
would have been considerably lower. Thank you so much.
Happy Dog was our dog food sponsors this year and we thank them for the food prizes for our
principle winners.
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the show

This year we decided to have a go at “Guess the name of the very large soft toy dog”. It was well supported and his
winning name was … “Boomer” he was kindly given/donated back to us by the winner, to be re-named next year and
maybe find his forever home in 2015.

Our next judge to go over the novelty entries
was Mr Nev Rogers, and what a hard job he had.
Full classes with so many beautiful dogs. His
Best Novelty in show was The Frenchie and
Reserve was The Miniature Schnauzer.
To all those that came along with your dogs,
or folk that just came along for a nice family
day out, Thank you for your support and we
hope you enjoyed your day. We look forward
to seeing you all again next year.

The weather stayed perfect and in the afternoon
it was the turn of Mrs Odette Ryan-Hoare a
Dobermann breed specialist judge. Five classes
of Dobermanns and all so well behaved. Some
smashing puppies and adults too. Odette
thoroughly enjoyed her day and said she had “
Some difficult decisions to make in some classes”
Best of breed Dobermann was Ottia Captain
Barbossa and Best puppy was Doberway Mr Slick.

“THANK YOU FOR HELPING US TO HELP THEM” - Jackie Ingram

Sunday 5th July 2015

Mr Josh Henderson judged
the handling classes.
Everyone was put through
their paces. I believe even
Bill Crawley entered the
adult class and in good
humour gave Josh a jolly
good laugh as he muddled
through the class. Playing
the fool! (Mr Crawley being
a well-respected trainer of
Dogs for many years) but it
was all taken in good spirit
and great fun. Best Overall
Handler was Joanne Bailey
with her Leonberger.

pencil into your diary

The day’s events started at
11 o’clock with our breed
judge Ms Suzanne Archer
well known in the working
breeds, mainly with The
Newfoundland. She had
lovely full classes with
some stunning dogs to go
over. Looked after in the
ring by efficient stewards,
Sue Glennon and Malcolm
Smith who must have
covered miles walking back
n forth all day long. Best
in show went to The Irish
setter. Best Puppy in show
to the Siberian husky.

riva

Dear Lynda
I have a 10 year old female dobermann who has seriously
damaged one of her hind legs by rupturing her achilles
tendon. A specialist vet has examined her and says in view
of her age the only possible answer is to fit a removable
light weight hock support which are made to measure
and produced in america. Have you any experience of
another dobermann owner who has used such a support
for their dog? If contact can be made with that owner
I would be most grateful.

diva

Thank you John

Update

As you know a few weeks’ ago
I emailed you to ask if in the
Dobermann world of Dobermann
Rescue, you had come across any
owner who had used an orthotic
to assist a Dobermann in its ability
to walk following tendon or other
medical problem.

Since then RIVA has been fitted with a special brace for her problem
hind leg – Achilles tendon trouble – and you can see how it fits in
the picture.
After nearly 4-weeks of going out twice a day with the orthotic fitted RIVA can now walk, on the lead, for about 15 minutes at a time
whilst indoors she does not need the brace and has no problem if
prevented from energetic activity.
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RIVA was seen by a specialist Vet in the Dawlish area of Devon but
the device was made in America. Not all dogs take to such a device
but luckily for us RIVA has accepted the brace and looks forward to
her walks now and we hope, for many months to come.
John Burstow

However, just before Christmas, SHE arrived. She had been talking to Auntie Ann about
THEM. They were very sad as their Dobermann (rescue number 4) had died at the start of
the month and as their house felt empty, they were in the market for a new addition. Auntie
Ann said she knew that they would be in touch before Christmas and she was right hehe!
Auntie Ann brought me from my kennel and I was so excited I was leaping around trying to
look cute - all legs and ears and tail. She wasn’t with him, Uncle Steve had brought her to
Essex. After my best attempts at Dobermann cuteness she looked at me and smiled. She
barked her funny barks and I thought I heard the “home” word. Could it be true? Had Santa
come? Oh yes!!!!!!

ledger

Loki’s

Adoption paperwork filled out, off we trotted, I pilfered a big bone on the way out - cheeky
but still cute. Lots of people hugging transpired as Uncle Steve popped me in to the car. She
jumped in and we’re off!! No we’re not, the car had broken. We sat there for an hour until we
got rescued. Finally we were off to Surrey,
I arrived and met HIM finally. He’s nice and I did more Dobermann cute leaping and sniffing oh so many new smells and shoes and food and beds and sofas and a big garden …………….
And sleep! Wake up, open an eye - am I dreaming? NO - I’m still here, yippee!! They’re calling
me Loki. What’s that all about? A treat - call me what you want people!!
Since then, we’ve done loads of stuff. I’ve been on big walks, terrorised squirrels, rolled in
mud, helped with the recycling and for my piece de resistance I jumped in to a parked police
van. She was sooooooo embarrassed. We were coming back from a rather wet walk and
there it was, all warm with the door open. In I jumped and sat in the passenger seat.
She was apologising but the policeman laughed and said it was ok. He took my picture to
show the boys at the nick. Hopefully I haven’t got a criminal record now.
We’ve started doing obedience classes at home. I need to be careful in the house as he is
disabled and I’m learning hand signals as well as spoken commands. I’m doing ok and learning
new stuff all the time. My training lady also teaches assistance dogs so I may learn how to
help him with things in the house; I’m certainly clever enough but don’t tell them!
She wants to take me to agility classes too as I am very good at running, jumping, ducking
under things and whizzing around in circles. We have to wait a while though as I’m not obedient enough from distance yet - goodness me, I’m only 2 and having fun! They call it “Doberteens” - I calls it being a loving, loyal friend who guards the Sunday dinner so it doesn’t’t
escape from the oven!
Today, my Kong Wobbler arrived as she thinks it will stimulate my brain. You know the one I
mean - she unscrews it, puts some of my dinner in it. Puts it back together and then I should
shove it around so the food comes out of the hole. I have a better solution - carry the bottom heavy thing upstairs and chuck it down, treat comes out. Repeat until all goodies are
gone - simples!! I have also found that dropping it on daddy’s foot works equally well.
Off I go for now but I will keep in touch and let you all know how I’m getting on. I love my
new home and my new people. Hopefully, my friends at Cranfield will find their forever
homes soon so tell your people to tell their people ADOPT A DOBERMANN!!!!

loki’s ledger

riva diva

RIVA is age 10 next month and my wife, Elizabeth, who gives RIVA
are daily medication (she is on painkillers twice a day) and is now proficient at fitting the brace on RIVA. Without my wife’s help it would be
very difficult for one person to handle such a strong dog as RIVA.

Well, here I am, welcome to my world. At the start of this little adventure, I was a sad little
thing called Argo at Cranfield Kennels. Auntie Ann and Uncle Reg were looking after me well
but all I wanted was a forever home. Woe is me, I need an experienced owner you see. (I’m a
poet too!)
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Having recently come across a copy
of ‘Lifeline’, (Spring/Summer 2006),
put away with other documents, I was
very moved to read the articles about
Dobermanns suffering with dilated
cardiomyopathy (D.C.M), ‘Inga and Rusty’,
because I recently lost my own dog
Mikey with it.

Lucca

Mikey was a rescue from Hilbrae Kennels
Telford, he was adopted as a one year
old, on 15/4/06, apart from being very
protective toward me to almost being
aggressive his biggest problem was
chasing bicycles, along canals or in parks,
anywhere he could stretch his legs, he
was up for the chase, after almost seven
and a half years, I finally broke the habit,
so we both had peaceful walks without
the usual bad language. Recently though
things began to change, reading the
articles I can associate with all the
owners’ remarks, the shortage of breath,
the hacking cough, not passing a lot of
water, all signs of Mikey’s condition.
One September evening Mikey came
into my bedroom, something he didn’t
normally do, only this time it wasn’t for
his usual toilet break but because he
was in discomfort, shortage of breath,
but the thing that concerned me more,
he was blowing bubbles down his nose,
not connecting breathing to his heart, I
thought pneumonia, or if he was lucky
severe chest infection. Next morning
down the vets, they broke the news it
was D.C.M. And like the other owners
were told the news that basically there’s
little hope, the usual medication was
administered, Vetmedin, Benefortin and
for this visit Furoesmine water tablets.
Going back a week later the vet was
impressed how much improvement

So.........Lucca has just turned the ripe old age of 9, but still acts like he’s a pup!
He is amazingly fit & agile still and leaps across the drainage ditches where I live like “steps”!

there had been, heartbeat down pulse
rate up, a happy and active dog, but
still with the warning of a bleak future.
During the next three months Mikey
was one very active little dog, regular
runs around Himley Hall, in Dudley
chasing the few squirrels left before
hibernation, saying hello to his friends
and “scrounging” biscuits from dog
owners (one of his favourite pastimes),
even when he seemed well he still had
some bad days, he was like two dogs,
17 hours a day a fit and active dog,
then sometimes, 7 hours at night times
suffering breathing problems.
The weekend of 14th December, Mikey
had a relapse, unfortunately this time
the vet didn’t hold out any real hope
for the young man, so I had to decide
for him, was 17 hours of fun worth 7
hours of discomfort? So unfortunately
I had to make the decision to put him
to sleep to save him from further
suffering, but what I can’t ever answer
is, would Mikey have agreed? Everyone
is trying to console me by saying, “I did
the best thing for him, but right now?”
at the moment I’m starting a period
of mourning, at the end of January or
February 2014, I think I will be able to
start looking around for my next sole
mate and companion, keeping even more
of an eye on any coughing.

I have also contacted Mrs Marty Burrell
at Hilbrae to inform the kennels about
one of their former residents.
My intention from writing this letter
initially was for more an act of therapy
for myself, but in writing to other Dobe
owners, I was trying to lift my spirits, as
whenever I’ve had to put to sleep any
previous dogs they were elderly and
suffering with the Dobermann Wobblers,
which made things slightly easier to cope
with, but with Mikey being a younger
dog still in his prime, one day being a fit
dog then struggling to breath the next
made it almost impossible to accept, and
to be told there’s no cure completely
broke me up; I cannot even watch
veterinary programmes on television
without breaking down.
Originally my plan was to replace
Mikey with a new companion soon, but
relatives have now invited me “down
under” for a family visit, so now seems
the perfect time to visit, maybe Mikey
knew something I didn’t. Sorry to be
so despondent about things, but I’m
trying to look toward a brighter future.
Then I hope to be able to give another
deserving Dobe a good and loving home.
Arthur Pumphrey.

I’ve had him since a wee pup who it turned out was taken from his mum too early at 6weeks!
He lives for his treats, his countryside runs and most of all - his SOFA!
He currently weighs in at 33 - 36kgs & shares his life (almost in harmony) with my 14 year old JRT!! They’d be
lost without each other. He loves people and he REALLY is a Dopey Dobey as he ain’t the “brightest”!!!

lucca
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I just love the Dobermann, but when his time comes I could never have another (I don’t think)
because he is irreplaceable & an absolute privilege & honour to have at my side!!!

egar

Best R

ryor

on P
ds Sim

my mikey

Nearly lost him at Xmas 2012 when gastric torsion hit him “out of the blue” - that was too scary & close for
comfort! His recovery was astounding & he was fully fit within no time!
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That first night we left him on a 15.5 tog quilt in the kitchen next to
the radiator and he spent the next 6 hours crying and howling

We were informed about Zeus from Ann Winterbourne.
After losing our sweet Sadie in dec 2006. That was
definitely it , we said, no more dogs. we lasted about 9
weeks! I rang Ann and she told me about Zeus and another
dobie in Lincolnshire. zeus was having to be given up due
to a relationship breakdown and the owner could not take
Zeus into rented accommodation, She had tried to rehome
Zeus with a relative who kept greyhounds but they were
bullying him!

He loved our summer
and winter walks up on
the North York Moors
and whilst we would
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It was clear that zeus took an immediate
dislike to Merrick my husband as Zeus
spent the first 15 mins of meeting him
barking . we took Zeus for a short walk (
the owner said he was not good on a lead)
and he was a bit skittish but we knew he
could improve so we decded to take the
chance. we brought him home that same
day. he was 18 months old a real handsome
boy brown and tan.
That first night we left him on a 15.5 tog
quilt in the kitchen next to the radiator
and he spent the next 6 hours crying and
howling. Be firm we said , he will soon get
used to it, even though it was breaking us
up to listen to.
The following night we went through the
same thing of quilt in the kitchen and the
crying, we were sat in bed watching tv,
when the crying stopped and we heard
footsteps on the stairs and a little brown
head opened the bedroom door and stood
looking at us , we just looked at each other
and said “oh well “ he does live here, the
quilt was brought upstairs and placed at

Merricks side of the bed with a fluffy pillow
and from then on all was calm.
Thus began our dobermann ownership
again. He was the sweetest natured boy
we had ever owned he got on well with all
the other dogs in the area. jeff the boxer,
mollie the collie, nella the staffie,buddy
the spaniel and a host of others. when we
went further afield he had another group
of chums lurchers, westies and mongrels,
he got on with them all. on one occasion at
Bridlington beach he was running around
with a rottweiller and an alsation, just goes
to show that supposedly that 3 of the
so called viscous breeds can and do get
along well.
He came everywhere with us, merricks
parents live in London so we often went
down for breaks to see them. he loved
his walks down the Thames towpath to
Barnes from Hammmersmith and meeting
various dogs down there.

and coffee he would
happily munch on a
Jumbone in the hatch.
Once, on a visit to Hornsea he ran off in the local park, Merrick said something
seemed to spook him, he went missing, we were frantic, he was in a strange town
with no road sense. we reported him to the local dog warden , I rang the microchip
company and we searched everywhere, hed been missing for an hour and a half. I
have a friend who has a caravan in Hornsea and I rang her thinking she may know
of any parks he may have gone to, I couldn’t believe it when she said” hes outside
my caravan ! hed never been there before or anywhere near , hed only met this
lady In Hull when we met and chatted with her own dog. We found out later he had
travelled the best part of 4 miles and crossed 3 busy roads and had been gone 2
hours, he was footsore and weary when reunited with us but otherwise fine. it still
amazes me how he got to her particular caravan!.
In April of 2012 he had become very slow on his walks , we took him to the vet and
he was diagnosed with a heart murmur, he was on tablets and we were told to take
it easy with him, this we did but he wasn’t that impressed and still wanted to go on
longer walks as usual, but we did slow him down. things didn’t improve and we were
back at the vets in June when he was diagnosed with DCM they did all the cardio
tests and gave him a matter of weeks and we were told to take him home and let
him rest. By August we thought that they had misdiagnosed him he was still slow
but paddling around as normal although spending a lot of the time laid out on the
sofa in the conservatory. I was convinced they had got it wrong, he was eating and
drinking ok and he was still on his medication.
He kept going until 30th November so they were wrong in the time frame but sadly
right in the diagnosis. He couldn’t sleep properly as he couldn’t breathe laid down.
the worst of all decisions had to be made but we would not let him be I n any more
discomfort than he was.

That was over a year ago ,we still haven’t got another dobermann, I would dearly love another but Merrick is more
cautious. Over the last 26 years we have lost 4 dobies and each one is more heart-breaking than the last. Zeus
was only 6 and a half and although I know we gave him a great and happy life it doesn’t get any easier. My house
is too tidy and I’ve lost contact with a lot of the locals there are no muddy paw prints anywhere and no spills to
clear from the kitchen, not to mention the dog hair on the beds and bedding. We miss him so much as he was such
a wonderful boy a real character, a sweet and lovely natured beautiful creature some humans would do well to
emulate! I haven’t given up on another dobie, I’m working on it rest well Zeus. - Gill Head

zeus

zeus

zeus

have our sandwiches
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I would like to join the club and look forward to receiving my Newsletter,
Rescue Car Sticker and Certificate of Membership. I enclose my first annual subscription of:

Membership benefits
•
•
•
•

sponsadobe
membership form
£

Certificate of Membership
Car sticker/badge
Exclusive twice yearly Sponsadobe Newsletter
Lifeline Magazine

Made payable to Sponsadobe (minimum subscription £8)

Name (Mr / Mrs / Miss / Ms)
Address

All the money donated to Sponsadobe goes to all the
Dobes in our care at any one time.

		Postcode

www.dobermann-rescue.co.uk/sponsadobe

Telephone
Goodbye Niblow and Jay :(
It is with sadness I have to say that two Sponsadobes JAY
and NIBLOW both passed away since our last newsletter.
JAY was 13-14 years old and died of natural causes. Both
dogs had adapted to kennel life and were much loved by
the staff. JAY was at Cranfield and NIBLOW at Hilbrae.
Snippets
Margaret in Anglesey: Told me her Gina is well and was
8 last Christmas. Her best friend Clippie (the kitten) is
constantly by Gina’s side, they sleep together and get as
close as possible to each other, it is lovely to see. After an
operation I had a lie down and they were both on the bed
– I couldn’t turn over for the fear of disturbing them!! But
it is wonderful to have a relationship with any animal, and
the 5 other Dobermanns who have enhanced my life were
exactly the same. Happy Days.
Jennifer, John & Juno: Give thanks all the staff at Dobe
Rescue for all the hard work and care given to the Dobe’s
New Year 2014. Now we send John & Jennifer our sincere
condolences after losing JUNO after 12 or more years in
March 2014.
Sylvia W.Thanks for the usual Raffle Cake you make,
arrange and donate, which you have been doing for quite
a few years now, Best wishes from everyone at Rescue/
Sponsadobe.
Fiona, Cornwall. My 1p and 2p collection has made £30
this year, so please use it as you see fit for all the dobes.
As always, this is in memory of my India – long gone but
never forgotten. Thanks Fiona, what a great idea.

Signed

n
Baro

XXX

Dave

XXX

Date

If you prefer to make regular donations to Sponsadobe from your bank, then please complete the
following mandate, which we will send to your bank on your behalf. You will be able to cancel this at any
time in the future (Please contact your bank to do this).
Bank Standing Order Mandate
To

(Bank/Building Society)

Address

rlom

Haa

XXX

11
yson

T

XXX

Please pay to account of Sponsadobe at Lloyds TSB Bank, 24 Lloyds Avenue, Ipswich IP1 1AQ, the sum
of £
and continue to pay this sum on the anniversary thereof in every succeeding Month / Year
(delete as appropriate) until further notice.
Commencing on Date
Account Name

on
s
y
T

XXX

Max

XXX

Account Number		
Account Holders Address (If different from above)

		Postcode
Signed

Sponsadobe members and Friends of Dobermann Rescue –
OBITUARIES
Alma Page
Colin Macleod
Georgie Read
Heather Hodge

Sort Code

Date

This order supersedes any previous instruction requesting payment to Sponsadobe.
Please send this form to:
Lynda Tregenna, 49 Totnes Road, Welling, Kent DA16 1BU

subscribe renew donate

sponsadobe form

sponsadobe newsletter

subscribe renew donate today

sponsadobe
member newsletter
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Sales would be grateful for:

Help us to Help them!

• Wrapping paper
• Parcel tape
• Sticky labels
• Used stamps (Gill Westwood)
• Bedding (Cranfield Kennels)
• Tombola Prizes

Spring 2016 content needed by October! lyn@dobermann-rescue.co.uk

contacts

If you have a Dobermann and need to give it up
for adoption then contact our main kennels only,
below, by phone.
Hilbrae Kennels
Cold Hatton
Telford
Shropshire
TF6 6QJ
Val Griffiths 01952 409474
Cranfield Kennels
Cranfield Park Rd
Wickford
Essex
SS12 9LG
Mr & Mrs Gibbins 01268 733353
facebook.com/dobermannrescueltd
twitter.com/dobeyrescue

If you cannot get in touch with our main kennels,
then please try one of our Area Officers:
Manchester Judith Balshaw
01617 635423
judith@dobermann-rescue.co.uk
Shropshire & West Midlands Mrs. Val Griffiths
01952 409474
Suffolk Helen Townsend
01473 832301
helen@dobermann-rescue.co.uk
Brighton Allison Bradley
01273 684830
Essex Mrs. Ann Gibbins
01268 733353

Sponsadobe and Sales
Lynda Tregenna
0208 3032664
lyn@dobermann-rescue.co.uk
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Registered Company No. 01791782 Registered Charity No. 291110 Registered Office: 65 Ashurst Road, Brighton, East Sussex, BN2 4PJ

The Official Magazine of Dobermann Rescue Limited

We have two main kennels – all enquiries
regarding cash, material donations, or adopting
Dobes can be made to one of our main kennels,
or one of our area officers.

Help us to Help them!

Lifeline

Collection Boxes are still available from
Dave Winterbourn, please ring or write.

Spring 2015

